Hydrophilic chain length dependence of the ionic amphiphilic polymer monolayer structure at the air/water interface.
Detailed analysis of an interesting poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) brush structure in water of a diblock copolymer [(Et(2)SB(m)-b-(MMA)(n), where Et(2)SB is diethylsilacyclobutane] monolayer reported previously was performed by X-ray and neutron reflectometry and indicated that the hydrophilic layer formed with a relatively long PMAA chain is not a simple layer but is divided into two layers, that is, a "carpet"-like dense PMAA layer near the hydrophobic layer and a polyelectrolyte brush layer. The hydrophilic chain length dependence of the diblock copolymer monolayer was analyzed using m:n = 30:x polymer samples, especially of the PMAA double layer structure. With the increase in PMAA chain length in polymer samples, a carpet layer is mainly formed up to n approximately 50. With further increase in the PMAA chain length beyond n approximately 50, a well-defined brush layer appears. On the other hand, the variation in hydrophobic layer thickness with methacrylic acid unit is minimum at the critical PMAA length, that is, n approximately 50 under a constant surface pressure condition. It is strongly suggested that the two discrete layers contribute differently to surface pressure. Furthermore, from the comprehensive viewpoint, the major factor for brush formation was clarified not to be the absolute length of the PMAA chain, but the ratio of PEt(2)SB and PMAA chain length is an important factor.